
C1. CENTRAL Greece History and Nature Panorama by  

Seeing the Unexpected, a 4day Panorama of CENTRAL Greece 

Tour Code : C1-23 
Group Size : minimum 10 – maximum 20 persons 
Tour Duration : 4 Days (23/11-26/11) 
Difficulty Rating : Easy 
Language : English 

 
Tour Itinerary 
 

Leaving Athens after a short drive we come to a really nice spot for a cup of coffee or some 

refreshment in the town of Livadeia before we go on for the enchanting city of Volos known for its 

strong cultural activity and its renowned taverns with the strong grape spirit. 

This morning we shall visit Mount Pilion, the place where the mythological half-men and half-

horses Centaurs were supposed to live in antiquity, with its fascinating natural environment, its 

many picturesque villages as well as a variety of local traditions and trades of the past still 

surviving in our times. The small gauge train going through the mountain villages and the 

spectacular railway bridges are a sight that will offer everyone moments of great excitement and 

joy. 

 

Around hundred kilometres from Volos one of the most spectacular geological phenomena is 

solemnly waiting looking at the visitors with its very old monasteries crowning their top. 



Our evening will find us in the beautiful and charming town of Trikala with its picturesque river 

dividing it in two.  

Leaving Trikala we head towards nearby lake Plastira area where we shall enjoy the view over 

some refreshment as our next stops Galaxidi and the important ancient centre of Oracles Delfoi 

are the exciting core of the day. 

 

Filled with fascinating information about Oracles and ancient traditions we are on our way to 

Arahova until recently a quiet, traditional village that due to its skiing centre turned into a lively, 

cosmopolitan weekend spot.  

 



The last day of this tour that combined less visited areas that offer glimpses of authentic Greece 

avoiding the touristy clichés we shall visit the town of Lavrion to see the ancient silver mines that 

financed the 5th century B.C “Golden Era” of Athens. 

Last but not least on the Athens Riviera the imposing Temple of the Sea God Poseidon at Sounion 

will offer a memorable sight along the other spectacular scene of this journey to Central Greece. 

 

 
4-Day Tour Price is €450 per person including : 
 

 An experienced English-speaking local Guide 

 Quality Coach 

 Welcome Bag : Central Greece Map, Refreshment Tissue and Bottle of Mineral Water 

 Museum Entrances 

 Wine Tasting of 3 Wines 

 Coffees and Refreshments 

 4 Lunch with traditional tastes 

 Shared Accommodation in Boutique and Traditional Hotels with Breakfast 
 
 

 Single Supplement : €150 
 

This itinerary was specially prepared 

for our discerning visitors & friends by    


